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Purpose 

Washington State Transit Insurance Pool (the Pool or WSTIP) has retained PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) to 
provide a capital adequacy assessment. This assessment was requested by the Pool management and the Board to 
ensure that the financial metrics being used to assess the Pool’s financial strength and guide key business decisions are 
consistent with its member expectations. 

The overall approach in this study leverages advances in the broader insurance industry related to the challenges in 
identifying the appropriate amount of capital required to support risk. Under this capital modeling approach, the capital 
requirements of the program are the result of an economic model with the key primary inputs being: 

1. Risk tolerance as defined by management and the Board; and 

2. A comprehensive risk measurement process which identifies and measures current and future financial risks as well 
as the interdependence of such risks. 

The model is sensitive to changes in the risk profile, such as changes in retention limits. Due to this flexibility, the model 
can be used to guide financial risk decisions beyond measuring capital adequacy including assessing the effectiveness 
and capital impact of alternative reinsurance programs; and monitoring the results of changes in the financial strength and 
credit quality of reinsurers, among others. 

Our Services were performed, and this Deliverable was prepared, for the sole use and benefit of, and pursuant to a client 
relationship exclusively with, the Pool. PwC is providing no audit opinion, attestation or other form of assurance and 
disclaims any contractual or other responsibility to others based on their access to or use of the Deliverable. Accordingly, 
the information in this Deliverable may not be relied upon by anyone other than the Pool. 

The procedures performed throughout this engagement were advisory in nature and were performed under the American 
Academy of Actuaries Code of Professional Conduct and Actuarial Standards of Practice. The procedures performed did 
not constitute an audit, a review, examination, or other form of attestation or assurance as those terms are defined by the 
AICPA. Accordingly, we do not express any form of assurance. Any use of the term “review” within this report should be 
interpreted in the common use of that term, and not in the definition of “review” promulgated by the AICPA. Also, this 
report/work product does not constitute a legal opinion or advice. 
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Background 

WSTIP began its self-insurance program on January 1, 1989 and currently consists of 25 member transit systems. The 
purpose for forming the Pool was to provide member transit systems with programs of joint self-insurance, joint 
purchasing of insurance and joint contracting for hiring personnel to provide risk management, claims handling, training 
and administrative services. Coverages provided by the Pool include: automobile liability, non-auto liability, auto physical 
damage, and property. 

A primary objective of the Pool is to provide stable rates and budget stability to its membership. Maintaining a sufficiently 
strong net position mitigates the impact to the membership of the various financial stresses inherent with insurance 
operations. While the Pool maintains the ability to replenish capital through a retroactive assessment, such a strategy is 
inconsistent with its financial goals. 

The Pool has historically purchased excess insurance and reinsurance above its per occurrence retention. The current 
per occurrence retention for liability coverage is $1,500,000 and the current per occurrence retention for property 
coverage is $250,000. 

The Pool has $61.8 million invested in fixed income investments including $31.5 million in the State of Washington Local 
Government Investment Pool (LGIP), $15.6 million in the Office of the State Treasurer’s Separately Managed Account 
(SMA), and $14.8 million in the Thurston County Investment Pool (TCIP). The average effective duration of the fixed 
income portfolio is 0.8 years.   

The Pool operates with an annual planning and budgeting cycle. Fiscal years run from January 1 through December 31. 
The liability coverage year follows the fiscal year whereas the APD/property coverage years run from July 1 through June 
30. Rates for the upcoming fiscal year are typically set in September of the preceding fiscal year. Accordingly, there is a
fifteen-month gap between when the key financial decisions such as rate levels are made and when the financial
implications of those decisions are recognized in the financial statements. A key input into the annual rate level decision is
the projected capital adequacy.
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Valuation basis 

The review is structured to make a comparison between the risk capital need and the economic value of the Pool. 
However, there are several assets that are not readily available to support a capital event. In addition, the unpaid claim 
liabilities of the Pool are expected to be paid out many years into the future but are booked on an undiscounted basis (do 
not reflect the time value of money). As a result, the reported net position overstates the economic value of the Pool by 
$2.1 million. 

• Equity in Government Entities Mutual, Inc., PCC (GEM): $2.4 million 
• Restricted pension asset: $0.3 million 
• Partially offset by $0.6 million for reserve discount 

In order to make the study results more meaningful to the stakeholders, we have adjusted the risk capital need upwards to 
reflect these adjustments. These adjustments were made on the risk capital need versus adjusting the net position. Such 
approach allows for a direct comparison between the projected risk capital need from this study with the net position 
presented on the financial statements. 

In this study, the capital need has been measured from a solvency perspective. Solvency is the ability of an entity to meet 
its long-term debts and financial obligations. The capital need results from quantifying the financial uncertainty of all risks 
over their lifetime. Solvency is measured by assessing the entity’s ability to support these risks with its net position. This 
viewpoint contrasts with a liquidity perspective. Liquidity is a short-term concept that focuses on an entity’s cash flow 
requirements. 

Investments are considered at their market value, including unrealized gains or losses, consistent with this solvency 
perspective. While bonds with unrealized gains eventually mature to their face value, the capital needs are measured as 
of a point in time and unrealized losses would not be available to support a capital event.  
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Key findings 

1. The capital needs are a function of the financial uncertainties of the program. In reviewing the risk profile of the Pool, 
the following risk drivers were identified: 

 
 
This assessment focuses on quantifying these financial risks. 

It is recognized that other non-financial risks exist for the Pool, but they were not quantified as part of this review as 
they generally cannot be addressed through financial means. Examples of non-financial risks include: 

 
These risks are often managed and monitored using more qualitative approaches. 

2. Based on the quantification of the financial risks and taking into consideration the interdependencies and correlation 
between the risks, a range of capital needs at various thresholds was developed. The graph below reflects capital 
needs under the current risk profile.  

Uncertainty around the cost of next year's claimsUnderwriting risk

Uncertainty around the settlement of prior year claimsReserving risk

Deterioration of the investment portfolio due to market fluctuationInvestment risk

A decline in the financial strength of debtors and reinsurersCredit risk

Business disruptions due to key personnel turnoverKey-person risk

Fraudulent activities by internal parties or external vendorsFraud risk

Financial loss and property damages due to natural hazardsCatastrophe risk

Loss of capital due to the geographical concentration of risksConcentration risk

Lack of awareness or understanding of laws and regulationsLegal and regulatory risk

Uncertainty around the state and federal political environmentPolitical risk

Potential loss of membership due to damage to the Pool's 
reputationReputation risk
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In the next one-year time horizon, there is 0.5% chance (1-in-200 year event) that the Pool’s financial risks (current 
balance sheet and next year’s business) will result in more than a $38 million demand on program capital. Other 
thresholds in the graph can be interpreted similarly. 
 

3. The capital needs at various thresholds can be used to construct a risk capital target range. Key considerations of the 
target range include: 

• Desired capability of the Pool to withstand capital events 
• Tolerance for a retroactive assessment 
• Options to replenish the capital and continue operations after a capital event 
• Member’s expectations regarding rate stability 
• Potential changes in the risk profile 
• Any restrictions on the use of assets or net position to support a capital event 

 
The capital study considered the following potential restrictions on the use of assets or net position to support a 
capital event. 
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The risk capital target range as of December 31, 2023 under the current guidelines is illustrated in the graph below. 

 
Risk capital target guidelines: 

• Lower bound: 1-in-200 year capital event assuming a $5 million liability ($48.6 million) 
• Upper bound: 2 times a 1-in-200 year capital event assuming a $5 million liability retention ($97.2 million) 
• Lighter green zone: 1-in-200 year capital event under current retentions ($38.2 million) to a 1-in-200 year 

capital event under a $5 million liability retention ($48.6 million) 

The risk capital target range definition was adopted by the Board on June 25, 2021. The lower bound of the 1-in-200 
year capital event is consistent with the 99.5% confidence level expectation contained in the global insurance 
regulation (Solvency II). Pools often find comfort in adopting a funding guideline based on a global insurance 
standard. The upper bound is set at 2 times the 1-in-200 year capital event with the goal of having a sufficiently wide 
range to absorb the more regular financial fluctuations inherent with risk retention. 

The risk capital target range is based on a prospective risk profile ($5 million liability retention versus current liability 
retention of $1.5 million). The $5 million liability retention is not the goal, rather the Pool wants to be in a financial 
position to support a higher retention in the event lower retentions become unavailable/unaffordable. The lower bound 
of the lighter green area ($38.2 million) represents the required capital to meet the 1-in-200 year threshold under the 
current retentions. 

The historical capital adequacy of the Pool is shown on the following chart. 
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4. The risk heat map below illustrates the contribution that each risk category and sub-component makes to the overall 
level of risk at a 1-in-200 year funding level under the current risk profile. If there is a significant change in the risk 
profile, such as changes in retention or size of membership, the distribution of heat map will change. 
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From the risk heat map, the following points are noted: 

5. The risk capital target will vary depending on the risk profile of the program. The underlying economic model allows
the measurement of model sensitivity to changes in program size, retention, investment mix, etc. This feature can be
used to assess the capital needs under various alternative program structures.

The following graph illustrates how the risk capital target range changes under various liability retentions.

• Underwriting risk is the uncertainty around the cost of next year's claims
• For the prospective year, underwriting risk represents 39% of the capital

need
• Liability coverages make up approximately 82% of underwriting risk

capital need (Auto Liability: 54%, Non-Auto Liability: 28%)

Underwriting risk

• Reserving risk is the uncertainty around the cost of prior year claims
• At 58%, reserving risk is the largest risk category.
• Liability coverages make up approximately 93% of underwriting risk

capital need (Auto Liaiblity:71%, Non-Auto Liability: 22%)
Reserving risk

• Asset and credit risk represents 1% of the capital need
 75% of portfolio in short-term investments through LGIP (51%) and

TCIP (24%).
 Other 25% of investments with SMA.
 Minimal credit risk due to financial strength of reinsurers.

Asset and credit risk

• Operational risk – 3% of the capital need
• Risks around the operating budget (people, systems, catastrophes).Operational risk
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The current liability per occurrence retention limit is $1.5 million. As illustrated above, the risk capital target range is 
highly sensitive to the per occurrence retention limit. The alternative scenarios assume the respective retention has 
been in place for all years (mature state). 

A detailed description of these alternative risk profiles is provided below. 

– Current retention: This scenario reflects the financial risks associated with the Pool, assuming the program size, 
historical retentions, investments, reinsurance programs and operations are maintained. 

– $500K liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention decreases to $500,000. 
As the retention limit is decreased, losses will be capped at a lower amount and the program will be subject to 
less volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will decrease. 

– $1M liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention decreases to $1 million. 
As the retention limit is decreased, losses will be capped at a lower amount and the program will be subject to 
less volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will decrease. 

– $2M liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention increases to $2 million. 
As the retention limit is increased, losses will be capped at a higher amount and the program will be subject to 
more volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will increase. 

– $2.5M liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention increases to $2.5 
million. As the retention limit is increased, losses will be capped at a higher amount and the program will be 
subject to more volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will increase. 

– $3M liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention increases to $3 million. 
As the retention limit is increased, losses will be capped at a higher amount and the program will be subject to 
more volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will increase. 

– $5M liability retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention increases to $5 million. 
As the retention limit is increased, losses will be capped at a higher amount and the program will be subject to 
more volatility. Therefore, the capital needs will increase. 

The following graph illustrates how the risk capital target range changes under various property retentions. 
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The current property per occurrence retention limit is $250,000 million. As illustrated above, changes in the property 
retention result in minimal changes to the capital needs.  

A detailed description of these alternative risk profiles is provided below. 

– Current retention: This scenario reflects the financial risks associated with the Pool, assuming the program size, 
historical retentions, investments, reinsurance programs and operations are maintained. 

– $500K property retention: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming the retention increases to 
$500,000. As the retention limit is increased, losses will be capped at a higher amount and the program will be 
subject to more volatility. However, the capital needs are minimally impacted by an increase in the property 
retention over a one-year time horizon. 

The following graph illustrates how the risk capital target range changes under various investment allocations. 
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The current investment allocation is 51% LGIP, 25% SMA, and 24% TCIP. While the duration of the investment 
portfolio would increase by moving the TCIP and LGIP investments into the SMA portfolio, the capital needs would be 
minimally impacted. 

A detailed description of these alternative risk profiles is provided below. 

– Current retention: This scenario reflects the financial risks associated with the Pool, assuming the program size, 
historical retentions, investments, reinsurance programs and operations are maintained. 

– Moving all TCIP investments to SMA: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming all TCIP investments 
get invested in SMA. The SMA portfolio has a longer duration than the TCIP portfolio, which increases potential 
interest rate risk. However, the capital needs are minimally impacted by this change in investment allocation. 

– Moving all LGIP investments to SMA: This scenario illustrates the capital needs assuming all LGIP investments 
get invested in SMA. The SMA portfolio has a longer duration than the LGIP portfolio, which increases potential 
interest rate risk. However, the capital needs are minimally impacted by this change in investment allocation. 

6. Previously, PwC performed a capital adequacy assessment for the Pool as of December 31, 2020. Compared to the 
2020 results, the current capital needs slightly decreased.  
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Table 1 - Comparison of capital needs at 1-in-200 year event threshold ($000s) 
Risk categories  Dec-20 Dec-23 
Underwriting risk 17,094 15,313 
Reserving risk 23,236 21,921 
Asset and credit risk 1,210 504 
Operational risk 1,985 2,134 
Total before diversification 43,525 39,873 
Total after diversification 39,145 36,046 
Adjustment for reserve discount (421) (583) 
GEM and restricted pension asset --- 2,720 
Adjusted total 38,723 38,183 

 
The slight decrease in the capital need is primarily due to the following: 

• Underwriting risk 
o Decrease in liability retention from $2.0M to $1.5M 
o Lower observed variation for auto liability 

 
• Reserving risk 

o Unpaid claim estimate decreased from $22M at 12/31/2020 to $21M at 12/31/2023. 
 

• Asset and credit risk 
o Lower duration due to higher percentage of short-term investments through LGIP (12/31/2023: 51%; 

12/31/2020: 1%) 
 

• Operational risk 
o Slight increase due to growth of program (member assessments increased from $18.4M at 

12/31/2020 to $19.0M at 12/31/2023) 
 

• Other adjustments 
o $2.7 million increase to capital need in current analysis due to assets not readily available to support 

a capital event (GEM, restricted pension asset) 
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Project approach 

The insurance industry has replaced simpler financial ratio metrics and formulaic capital adequacy measures with more 
robust assessments of risks with the advancement of the enterprise risk management framework and computing power 
for quantifying risks. Such models are also being increasingly used by public entity pools while also recognizing the 
inherent differences between insurance entities as well as attitudes toward risk. 

In June 2019, the Actuarial Standards Boards (ASB) adopted Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP) No. 55, Capital 
Adequacy Assessment. The ASOP provides guidance to actuaries when performing professional services with respect 
to an evaluation of the resiliency of an insurer through a capital adequacy assessment. This standard not only applies to 
actuaries involved in capital adequacy assessment work for traditional insurance carriers, but also to those that provide 
such services to public entity pools and captive insurers. 

Under this capital adequacy assessment approach, there are three main parameters in determining adequate fund levels: 

1. Risk drivers: The study uses an economic capital modeling approach in order to reflect the unique risk profile of the 
Pool. This is the biggest differentiating characteristic when compared to many of the historical metrics and funding 
guidelines. From this model, a distribution of capital needs at various return periods, encompassing all major risk 
categories and expected correlations among risk categories and sub-components, was developed. 

2. Risk tolerance: The Board’s desired level of protection helps define its risk capital target. Its risk tolerance statement 
can be translated into specific thresholds and funding guidelines. 

3. Correlation: Interdependencies between risks are measured through a correlation matrix. Extreme capital events are 
typically caused by a combination of factors. Accordingly, the interdependence and correlation between the various 
risk drivers is critical to understanding the ability of an entity to withstand a financial stress. 

By visualizing the risk capital target and understanding the sources of risks in quantified terms, this approach helps make 
informed decisions. The financial implication of various funding strategies can be measured against the financial 
guidelines and the cost of capital can be weighed against the estimated benefits of alternative program structures.  

The sections below discuss the three parameters of the approach in detail. 

Risk drivers 
The term “risk” in the context of this review means the possibility or potential for deterioration in the net asset or fund 
value. Some of the sources for potential deterioration in fund value can be found on the Pool’s balance sheet - they would 
include all asset and liability items that are variable in nature, such as loss reserves, investments, and reinsurance 
recoverables. Also, the fund is used to protect against potential inadequacy of the budget for future business, which 
includes one year’s worth of business exposure. Lastly, there are operational and administrative events that have a 
remote chance of occurring and that are not budgeted or reserved for in the financials. 
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Based on typical categorization of insurance risks and discussions with the management, risks were categorized into the 
following main groups: 

 
Each category has been further segmented into appropriate sub-categories to quantify the risks arising from these major 
risk categories. The quantification is done bottom-up as shown in the diagram below: the sub-category level was analyzed 
and quantified first, and then aggregated to the major risk category levels shown above, and then aggregation of the 
major categories to the total capital needs and simulating the total capital needs at various thresholds.  
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Details of the quantification methodologies, assumptions and results are discussed in the next section of this report. 

Risk tolerance 
A risk appetite statement broadly considers the levels of aggregate risk that an organization is willing to take in pursuit of 
its objectives, while risk tolerances are narrower and set the qualitative and quantitative boundaries around risk taking, 
consistent with its risk appetite. For example, a risk appetite statement for a program may be to have enough capital to 
operate in the long run even after a major capital event. Under the same context, a risk tolerance statement can be 
expressed as the Pool would like to have sufficient capital to withstand a 1-in-200 year capital event over a one-year time 
horizon. 

The target funding strategy, which links to an entity’s overall risk appetite or tolerance should consider the following 
dimensions: 

 
The core question for the target funding strategy is “extremity”, which is the level of protection the Board or management 
wishes to provide through its funding. 

To answer the question of “what level of protection is considered adequate”, the risk management framework built by the 
property and casualty insurance industry was reviewed. 

1. U.S. insurance regulation by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC): While not 
specifically calibrated to certain confidence levels for various risks, the NAIC’s RBC system identified about 4% of 
P&C insurance companies as below the Company Action Level over the past 5 years. This equates to a 1-in-25 year 
capital level. It should be recognized, however, that the RBC formula represents a minimum capital requirement for 
regulatory intervention purposes; therefore, the low threshold should not be used to answer questions such as “What 
is the adequate level of net assets to achieve the Pool’s financial goals, operate safely and meet members’ 
expectations?” 

2. European insurance regulation: The new E.U. regulation, Solvency II, clearly states the calibration standard of a 
99.5th percentile (1-in-200 year), which is consistent with several western European countries’ current requirements. 
This standard is not meant to be a regulatory minimum; instead, it is the recommended level of capital adequacy to 
provide sufficient policyholder protection. 

3. Rating agency models: Rating agencies, such as AM Best, Standard & Poors, and Moody’s, use their own tools and 
processes to assess insurance entities’ capital adequacy. Their capital adequacy assessments are used as one of the 

Indicator Severity Frequency Time horizon 

What is being measured? 
(all options eventually 
come back to capital level) 

What is the tolerable level 
of this selected indicator? 

What is the tolerable 
frequency that the 
selected indicator hits the 
selected severity? 

What time horizon is the 
fund supposed to protect? 

• Capital needs at 
various return periods 

• Some insurers look at 
RBC or AM Best 
BCAR, etc. to ensure 
a certain rating 

• Insolvency 
• Reduction in net 

position to regulatory 
minimum level 

• Withstand one 1-in-
200 year capital event 

• Withstand two 1-in-50 
year capital events in 
a row 

• The typical time 
horizon is “one year 
until runoff,” which is 
most entities’ planning 
cycle 

Extremity 
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core metrics for determining the financial strength rating. Most rating agencies do not specifically indicate at what 
confidence level their risk factors are calibrated in the capital adequacy assessment. However, the standards for a 
“secure” rating of B+ appear to target a 99th percentile (1-in-100 year) or higher, based on the factors and stress 
adjustments that are made in their assessments. 

The benchmarks discussed above are from the insurance industry. There are a few important operational aspects unique 
to governmental insurance pools that need to be considered in setting the risk capital target range.  

• Pools do not typically “manage” their books (i.e. not renewing the policy for the members with worse loss experience) 
while insurance companies do exercise this option. This higher member retention means pools are exposed to risks 
arising from having to retain members with poor loss experience, which might in turn require the pools to have a 
stronger financial position than insurance companies.  

• One of the main goals for pooling is rate stability, while insurance companies’ main goal is generally to generate profit. 
This means the pools are less likely to be able to react to sudden shifts in costs, therefore requiring a stronger 
financial position than insurance companies. In addition to providing funds for an extreme capital event, pools also 
use their capital position as a rate stabilization mechanism. 

• Public insurance companies have the ability to raise capital from different sources, while pools only have their 
members as the sole source of capital.  

• Members often depend on pools for services, such as risk management and education, beyond the insurance 
mechanism of paying for claims. 

These unique aspects of the pool operation all indicate a potential need for a stronger financial position for the pools, 
compared to their insurance industry peers.  

Correlation 
The following are key characteristics related to correlation and diversification: 

1. The higher the correlation, the less the diversification effect. 

2. Diversification benefit is greater if each risk component is more equally sized, under the same correlation 
assumptions.  

3. Diversification benefit is allocated back to each risk category, based on each category’s contribution to the overall 
diversification effect. For example, assuming all risk categories are equally sized, operational risk would receive the 
most diversification effect; because its correlation with other categories is the lowest (see the correlation matrix in the 
“Quantification of risks” section). 

4. Smaller items tend to get diversified away, which means a higher percentage of smaller risk items will be reduced due 
to diversification. This is a characteristic of the allocation method utilized in this review, which is based on contribution 
of each risk item to overall diversification. 

5. Correlation matrix needs to be “positive definite”. This statistical term basically means that the correlation relationship 
between a pair of risks needs to make sense based on the correlation relationships that involve one of these risks. For 
a very simple example, let’s assume there are 3 risks being reviewed - A, B and C. If A and B are 100% correlated 
and B and C are 100% correlated, then A and C need to also be 100% correlated. 
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Quantification of risks 

This section discusses the methodologies, main assumptions, and results of the analysis by major risk category, starting 
from the total capital need down to more granular levels of analysis. 

The overall capital needs were calculated from aggregating the capital needs for the major risk categories. 

Table 2 - Total capital need under current risk profile ($m) 
Risk categories Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Underwriting 7.9 10.9 13.1 15.3 16.0 18.0 
Reserving 11.3 15.5 18.6 21.9 22.8 26.3 
Asset and credit 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 
Operational 0.8 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.3 2.6 
Total before diversification 20.3 27.8 33.8 39.9 41.7 47.5 
Total after diversification 18.5 25.3 30.6 36.0 37.6 42.9 
Adjustment for reserve discount (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) (0.6) 
Other adjustments 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 
Adjusted Total 20.6 27.5 32.8 38.2 39.8 45.1 

 
Note that the capital needs have been adjusted upwards by $2.1 million for the following items. 

• Equity in GEM (+$2.4 million): this asset cannot be used to pay for claims so the economic value of the program’s 
net position is overstated by this amount. 

• Restricted pension asset (+0.3 million): this asset is not available for future spending so the economic value of the 
program’s net position is overstated by this amount. 

• Reserve discount (-$0.6 million): this is a measure of the time value of money related to the future payout of loss 
reserves. Since reserves booked in the financial statements are stated on an undiscounted basis, the economic 
value of the program’s net position is understated by this amount. 

These adjustments puts the comparison of net position to estimated capital need on the same basis. 

Simply summing up the capital needs from risk categories at all confidence levels, however, may be unduly pessimistic, 
since this implies that all elements will go bad to the same degree simultaneously. Since not all risk items are fully 
dependent on each other, there exists a diversification benefit - the total capital need is less than the sum of all four risk 
categories. The diversification benefit is determined by the level of correlation between each pair of risk categories as well 
as the spread of risk across categories. Lower correlation and greater spread of risk lead to a higher diversification 
benefit. The correlation assumptions are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 – Correlation matrix 
 Underwriting Reserving Asset and credit Operational 
Underwriting risk 100% High Med Med 
Reserving risk High 100% Med Low 
Asset and credit risk Med Med 100% Med 
Operational risk Med Low Med 100% 
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As a first step, high, medium or low correlation was selected for each pair of risks. A key consideration was the potential 
correlation of risks at tail end higher confidence levels, as correlation tends to be higher under more stressed situations 
than under normal situations. Percentage correlation values for high, medium and low were then assigned.  

The logic used in selecting the high, medium and low correlation between major risk categories is as follows: 

1. Underwriting and Reserving: Both risks arise from the core business of pooling and transfer of risk. Therefore, many 
common factors could cause reserve deterioration and poor future underwriting results simultaneously, such as 
inflation, tort reform, and emergence of new types of claims, especially for the longer-tailed exposure.  

2. Underwriting and Asset/Credit, Reserving and Asset/Credit: Asset and credit risks tend to arise from 
macroeconomic financial factors or systemic factors affecting the overall insurance industry. The underwriting results 
and reserves for longer tailed lines are linked more closely to these factors (e.g., inflation). 

3. Underwriting and Operational: Catastrophic events can both affect underwriting results and the operational expense 
related to disaster recovery. 

4. Reserving and Operational: The type of extreme events that affect operational risks tend to be prospective events 
such as catastrophes, while the scope of loss reserves are events that have already occurred and unlikely to be 
affected by operational mishap. 

This type of aggregation is done within each major risk category as well; for example, across risk categories and across 
any other sub-categories defined during the review. Assumptions used for aggregating across the sub-categories are 
discussed in major risk category descriptions below. 

Overall capital needs under various scenarios 
A number of alternative risk profile scenarios were explored: 

Table 4 - Total capital need ($m) 
Scenarios Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Current risk profile         20.6          27.5          32.8          38.2          39.8          45.1  
$500K liability & $250K property         14.6          19.2          22.9          26.4          27.6          31.1  
$1M liability & $250K property         17.5          23.1          27.6          31.8          33.3          37.3  
$2M liability & $250K property         21.7          28.9          34.5          39.9          41.7          46.8  
$2.5M liability & $250K property         23.1          31.1          37.2          42.8          44.6          50.4  
$3M liability & $250K property         24.2          32.6          38.9          45.0          47.3          53.5  
$5M liability & $250K property         25.7          34.7          41.7          48.6          50.6          56.6  
$1.5M liability & $500K property         20.8          27.8          33.1          38.6          40.2          45.6  
Moving all TCIP investments to SMA         20.8          27.7          33.0          38.4          40.0          45.3  

 Underwriting Reserving Asset and credit Operational 
Underwriting risk 100% 75% 50% 50% 
Reserving risk 75% 100% 50% 25% 
Asset and credit risk 50% 50% 100% 50% 
Operational risk 50% 25% 50% 100% 
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Moving all LGIP investments to SMA         21.2          28.3          33.7          39.2          40.8          46.1  
 
The capital needs are highly sensitive to the liability per-occurrence retention level. 
 
Underwriting risk 
Underwriting risk, also known as pricing risk, represents risk that the actual outcome for the next year will deviate from the 
budgeted amount. Typical sources of this risk for the business are volatility in the frequency or severity of claims. Since 
the expense items are rather predictable, the majority of risk lies within the projected claims cost. Therefore, the number 
of future claims and the volatility around them have been modeled to measure underwriting risk. 

To do this work, the historical unlimited individual claims (before the Pool retention) were reviewed. A frequency-severity 
method was used to measure future claims volatility, which is described in further detail in Appendix 1. One major 
advantage of this frequency-severity approach is that it allows direct application of the Pool retention, because individual 
claims are modeled and simulated on a gross basis.  

The resulting capital needs arising from underwriting risk by coverage under current retentions, and under various 
alternative scenarios are shown in Tables 5 and 6.  
 
Table 5 - Underwriting risk under current retention ($m) 
Items Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Auto Liability 4.8 6.5 7.6 8.9 9.4 10.3 
Non-Auto Liability 2.6 3.9 4.8 5.6 5.8 6.8 
Auto Physical Damage 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.9 
Property 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0 
ULAE 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 
Total before diversification 9.2 12.8 15.4 18.1 18.9 21.3 
Total after diversification 7.9 10.9 13.1 15.3 16.0 18.0 

 
Table 6 - Underwriting risk scenarios ($m) 
Scenarios Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Current risk profile 7.9 10.9 13.1 15.3 16.0 18.0 
$500K liability & $250K property 5.7 7.9 9.6 11.1 11.6 13.0 
$1M liability & $250K property 7.0 9.7 11.8 13.7 14.4 16.1 
$2M liability & $250K property 8.5 11.7 14.1 16.4 17.2 19.4 
$2.5M liability & $250K property 9.0 12.4 14.9 17.3 18.2 20.5 
$3M liability & $250K property 9.4 13.0 15.6 18.0 19.0 21.3 
$5M liability & $250K property 10.5 14.5 17.5 20.3 21.3 23.5 
$1.5M liability & $500K property 8.1 11.2 13.5 15.8 16.5 18.6 

 
Changes in the liability retention limit have a significant impact on the underwriting risk. 

Correlation assumptions used across items under the underwriting risk category are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7 - Correlation between items under underwriting risk 
Items AL Non-AL APD PR ULAE 
AL 100% Med High Low 100% 
Non-AL Med 100% Low Low 100% 
APD High Low 100% Low 100% 
PR Low Low Low 100% 100% 
ULAE 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 
The logic behind the selected correlation assumptions is as follows: 

1. Auto Liability and Non-Auto Liability are moderately correlated because they appear to be subject to some of the 
same market cycle and tort law influences. 

2. Liability and Property have low correlation because they are not subject to many of the same external influences 
and do not appear to share many of the same characteristics. 

3. Auto Liability and Auto Physical Damage are highly correlated because high severity losses that drive the capital 
requirement would likely result in third party liability claims as well as physical damage to covered vehicles. 

4. Unallocated loss adjustment expenses should be perfectly correlated with claim cost, as they are assessed as a 
percentage of loss. 

Reserving risk 
Reserving risk measures the potential for actual claims settlement cost deviating unfavorably from the current booked 
reserves. Typical sources of potential unfavorable reserve development include excessive inflation, emergence of latent 
or new types of claims, changes in claims management practice and a change in the judicial environment affecting claim 
settlements. 

The historical claim emergence was utilized to quantify the reserve variability. Details of the methods used are discussed 
in Appendix 1. 

The resulting capital needs arising from reserving risk by coverage under current retentions, and under various alternative 
scenarios are shown in Tables 8 and 9. 

Table 8 - Reserving risk under current retention ($m) 
Items Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Auto Liability 8.8 11.9 14.1 16.3 16.9 19.5 
Non-Auto Liability 2.8 4.1 5.2 6.5 6.9 8.0 
Auto Physical Damage 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 
Property 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ULAE 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.2 
Total before diversification 12.9 17.7 21.3 25.1 26.2 30.2 
Total after diversification 11.3 15.5 18.6 21.9 22.8 26.3 
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Table 9 - Reserving risk scenarios ($m) 
Scenarios Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Current risk profile 11.3 15.5 18.6 21.9 22.8 26.3 
$500K liability & $250K property 7.0 9.6 11.5 13.5 14.1 16.4 
$1M liability & $250K property 8.8 12.0 14.4 16.7 17.5 19.9 
$2M liability & $250K property 11.9 16.2 19.4 22.7 23.7 26.7 
$2.5M liability & $250K property 12.9 17.8 21.5 24.8 25.8 29.5 
$3M liability & $250K property 13.6 18.9 22.7 26.5 27.9 32.0 
$5M liability & $250K property 14.1 19.6 23.8 28.1 29.2 33.2 
$1.5M liability & $500K property 11.3 15.5 18.7 21.9 22.8 26.4 

 
All alternative scenarios assume a “mature state”, meaning the alternative retention structure would have been in place for 
all prior year periods. Changes in the liability retention limit have a significant impact on the reserving risk. 
 
Asset and credit risks 
Asset and credit risks reflect the risks that the value of investment and credit assets may deteriorate due to changes in 
macroeconomic conditions or a decline in the financial strength of debtors. 

The resulting capital needs by risk category are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 - Asset & credit risk ($m) 
Categories Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
Interest Rate Risk 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Reinsurer Default Risk 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Total before diversification 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 
Total after diversification 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 

 
When interest rates rise, the market values of existing bonds decline in value. The duration of bond assets reflects the 
degree of the price sensitivity of these assets to interest rate movements. The Pool has $61.8 million invested in fixed 
income investments as of December 31, 2023. The average effective duration of the fixed income portfolio is 0.8 years.  

If the duration of the bond portfolio is much longer than the duration of loss reserves, then this mismatch further exposes 
the Pool to asset risk resulting from interest rate changes. In order to measure the net cash flow duration, cash flows from 
bond assets were offset by expected loss payouts. The net impact of interest rate risk is calculated as the difference of the 
impact on the bond portfolio and the impact on the reserve discount: 

Table 11 – Interest rate risk ($m) 
 Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
A. Bond portfolio 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 
B. Reserve discount (0.6) (0.8) (0.9) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 
C. Interest rate risk = max (A+B,0) 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
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The other component of asset and credit risk relates to the Pool’s relationship with its reinsurers. To analyze this default 
risk, total amount at risk if the reinsurers were to default on their obligations was estimated. The amount at risk include the 
following items: 
 
Table 12 - Amounts at risk ($000s) 
Subject items Amount Note 
Prior year reinsurance recoverable 2,643 Actuarial report as of December 31, 2023 
Recoverable on the prospective year 967 Estimated by PwC 
Additional reinsurance premium for a 
replacement cover 

4,111 125% of reinsurance cost midway through year 
(assumes higher replacement cost) 

Total at risk 7,721  
 
We developed probabilities of reinsurer default at various confidence levels based on the AM Best publication on mid-term 
default rates of insurers and exponential extrapolation, as shown in Table 13: 

Table 13 - Default rates 
AM best’s rating (ICR) Average 1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
aaa 0.13% 0.30% 0.73% 1.20% 1.70% 1.80% 2.25% 
aa+ 0.22% 0.50% 1.03% 1.50% 2.00% 2.10% 2.54% 
aa 0.31% 0.70% 1.26% 1.70% 2.20% 2.40% 2.84% 
aa- 0.44% 1.00% 1.58% 2.00% 2.50% 2.70% 3.14% 
a+ 0.53% 1.20% 1.78% 2.20% 2.90% 3.20% 3.82% 
a 0.66% 1.50% 2.08% 2.50% 3.40% 3.70% 4.50% 
a- 0.88% 2.00% 2.50% 2.90% 3.90% 4.30% 5.19% 
bbb+ 1.10% 2.50% 3.30% 3.90% 4.90% 5.30% 6.18% 
bbb 1.27% 2.90% 4.06% 4.90% 5.90% 6.40% 7.30% 
bbb- 1.71% 3.90% 5.03% 5.90% 7.80% 8.30% 9.97% 
bb+ 2.59% 5.90% 7.53% 8.80% 10.80% 11.30% 13.09% 
bb 3.87% 8.80% 10.35% 11.80% 13.70% 14.20% 16.06% 
bb- 5.19% 11.80% 13.11% 14.70% 16.70% 17.20% 19.29% 
b+ 6.46% 14.70% 15.90% 17.70% 19.60% 20.10% 22.33% 
b 7.78% 17.70% 18.63% 20.60% 22.60% 23.00% 25.49% 
b- 8.62% 19.60% 20.48% 22.60% 24.50% 25.00% 27.56% 
ccc+ and lower 21.54% 49.00% 62.03% 72.28% 82.74% 86.14% 96.76% 
NR 21.54% 49.00% 62.03% 72.28% 82.74% 86.14% 96.76% 

 
For each rating level, the default risk is calculated as the product of the estimated amount at risk and the probability of 
default at various return periods.  

For asset and credit risk, it is assumed that interest rate risk has low correlation with reinsurer default risk.   
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Operational risk 
The operational risk category captures potential for fund deterioration arising from off-balance sheet or unplanned items. 
The following diagram shows a general risk management framework that categorizes risk events that may be included in 
an entity’s operational risk: 

The capital need from the operational risk category is due to risk events that are of low frequency but high severity and 
that are not mitigated or budgeted for. Difficulties when trying to quantify such risks arise from the lack of experience data. 
Even within the insurance industry, where much effort has been made to establish risk registers and risk monitoring 
systems, many insurers have chosen to take the more qualitative approach of monitoring the operational risk events and 
near-misses and studying the trends in the risk events.  

For the purposes of reviewing the fund adequacy, discussing sub-categories of operational risks and relevant potential 
scenarios with the Pool management helped to quantify this risk. The following scenarios were discussed based on the 
program’s potential unmitigated exposure and anecdotal experience in the industry and at the Pool: 

Table 14 - Operational risk scenarios 

Category 
Amount 
($000) 

Return 
period 

Amount 
($000) 

Return 
period Scenario 

People 330 1-in-50 660 1-in-250 
Key personnel turnover; fraudulent 
activities by employees, broker, etc. 

System 660 1-in-50 1,030 1-in-250 
System back-up failure or vendor 
default. 

Catastrophe 330 1-in-50 1,320 1-in-250 

A major catastrophic event affecting the 
Pool’s property, business interruption, 
and potentially staff loss. 

Frequency 

Low frequency/high impact: 

 Manage or protect with 
surplus 

High frequency/high impact: 

 Actively mitigate and 
manage 

Low frequency/low impact: 

 Pay as it happens 

High frequency/low impact 

 Budget for it 

Im
pa

ct
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As shown in Table 14, the scenarios have financial impact and probability estimated for two data points each and fitted 
distributions through these data points can be used to extrapolate the result to various confidence levels. 

Table 15 summarizes the operational risk at various thresholds: 

Table 15 - Operational risk ($m) 
Categories Capital need 

1-in-20 1-in-50 1-in-100 1-in-200 1-in-250 1-in-500 
People        0.3         0.3         0.5         0.6         0.7         0.7  
System        0.5         0.7         0.9         1.0         1.0         1.1  
Catastrophe        0.3         0.3         0.8         1.2         1.3         1.6  
Total before diversification        1.1         1.3         2.2         2.8         3.0         3.4  
Total after diversification        0.8         1.0         1.6         2.1         2.3         2.6  
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Reliance on data 

The data used throughout this report are the responsibility of the Pool. PwC assumes no responsibility and makes no 
representations with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. While our work involved 
reviewing the data for reasonableness and consistency, our actuarial engagement does not include an audit in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. To the extent that any changes are noted that could potentially 
have a material impact on our analysis, it is the responsibility of the Pool to notify us of these changes so that they may be 
properly reflected.  

Data provided by the Pool included the following: 

• Claims data evaluated as of December 31 over the last 26 years (1998 through 2023)  
• Historical and projected exposure 
• Historical self-insured retentions 
• Details of reinsurance programs 
• Investment performance reports 
• December 31, 2023 draft financial statements  
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Disclosures 

This report was prepared for internal use by the management of the Pool, and not for any other party. Use of this report 
for other than the stated purpose may be inappropriate. Distribution of this report to the Pool’s external auditors is 
permitted with the understanding that the report will be distributed in its entirety and that the furnishing of this report is not 
a substitute for the auditor's own due diligence. Judgments as to the conditions, methods, and data contained in this 
report should be made only after studying the report in its entirety and understanding the reliance and limitations inherent 
in the analysis, as described in the subsequent sections. The use of parts of this report in isolation may result in 
erroneous or misleading conclusions. PwC is available to explain or elaborate upon the findings presented in this report, 
and it is assumed that users of this report will seek out such explanation on any matter in question. Further distribution of 
this report is not permitted without the written permission of PwC. Other use or further distribution of this report will not 
result in the creation of any duty or liability by PwC to a third party, and third parties should place no reliance on this report 
or data contained herein that would result in the creation of any duty or liability by PwC to the third party. 
 
Qualifications of actuaries 
Kevin Wick is a Managing Director with PwC and is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. Matthew Schwartz is a 
Senior Manager with PwC and is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. Christine Kogut is a Principal with PwC and is 
a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. As such, Mr. Wick, Mr. Schwartz and Ms. Kogut each meet the Qualification 
Standards of the American Academy of Actuaries to render the actuarial results contained herein. 

Christine Kogut was the peer review for this engagement. 

Limitations 
The analysis and models developed for the analysis utilize methodologies and assumptions that are appropriate to 
measure specific financial risks of the Pool, based on the Pool’s historical loss experience. However, the extreme tail end 
of financial results is difficult to measure with certainty due to the lack of relevant empirical experience and volume of loss 
history. While the assumptions can be tested against historical data and scenario tests can also provide some validation, 
there always remains a possibility that actual financial uncertainty may deviate from this assessment.  

The aggregation of various financial risks requires correlation assumptions between risks. While assumptions were 
formulated according to generally accepted actuarial methods, there can be no guarantee that the actual events will not 
vary significantly from the assumptions used in this assessment.  

The quantification of the capital events in the model reflects a one-year time horizon. While the Pool may have sufficient 
capital to fund one capital event, there always remains a possibility that multiple capital events may occur in consecutive 
years. the Pool should consider its ability to replenish capital after a significant capital event when developing a target 
capital risk policy. 

Furthermore, the capital events developed do not contemplate any substantive changes in the legal, tax and regulatory 
environments that the Pool currently operates within. 
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Appendix 1 – Methodology 

Underwriting risk 
PwC utilized a frequency-severity approach as the general framework for estimating underwriting risk. The severity of 
individual claims and the frequency of claims were separately modeled. Severity parameters and distribution shapes were 
selected based on historical individual claims, which are developed and trended to the future year level. Development was 
applied only to open claims. The factors that were applied to the open claims were calculated based on incurred 
development loss factors and reported claim development factors from the December 31, 2023 actuarial review. 

Historical claim frequency per exposure by accident year was examined to project an expected number of claims and the 
variability around this expected number. The frequency and severity parameters were assumed to be independent. 

The main assumptions used in the frequency-severity method are listed below: 

Table 16 - Frequency for large losses 
Coverage Large loss threshold Average # claims Standard deviation Distribution 

Auto Liability $100K 11 6 Negative binomial 
Non-Auto Liability $25K 6 6 Negative binomial 

Auto Physical Damage $25K 12 6 Negative binomial 
Property N/A 29 21 Negative binomial 

 
Table 17 - Severity for large losses 

Coverage Average Standard deviation Distribution 
Auto Liability 538,075 1,106,213 Inverse gaussian 

Non-Auto Liability 184,266 254,988 Inverse gaussian 
Auto Physical Damage 96,747 155,856 Inverse gaussian 

Property 4,344 23,392 Inverse gaussian 
 
Table 18 - Attritional loss rate 

Coverage Average Standard deviation Distribution Exposure unit 
Auto Liability 0.03 0.01 Normal Mileage (000s) 

Non-Auto Liability 0.02 0.01 Gamma Full time equivalents 
Auto Physical Damage 0.72 0.35 Extreme value Vehicle value ($millions) 

Property N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 
Using the selected distributions for frequency and severity and catastrophe loss results, simulations were run on ultimate 
losses for the 2024 underwriting year. Both gross estimates and estimates limited to the current retention level were 
modeled, as well as other contemplated retention levels. Based on the outcome of the simulations, percentiles of capital 
needs were developed for the risks analyzed. These percentiles range from a 1-in-5 year event to a 1-in-1000 year event. 
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Reserving risk 
To quantify the reserving risk, incremental development factors using the historical loss data (triangles) were calculated. 
Distributions around the incremental development factors were then fit by setting the means equal to the selected 
incremental development factors and the standard deviations equal to the standard deviations of the incremental year 
over year development. The modeling results were then scaled to match the unpaid claim estimates from the December 
31, 2023 actuarial review. Due to a low volume of data in some of the older years, outlier development factors that were 
distorting the behavior of the simulated LDFs were removed. 
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Appendix 2 – Draft Financial statements as of December 31, 
2023 
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ASSETS 2023 2022
Current Assets

Deposits and Investments 47,601,328$            61,929,881$            

Accounts Receivable 2,363,979                36,234                     

Interest Receivable 85,435                     227,703                   

Prepaid Insurance 4,745,238                3,243,247                

Prepaid Expense 103,534                   95,685                     

Total Current Assets 54,899,514              65,532,750              

Noncurrent Assets
Capital Assets, Net 2,043,766                636,476                   

Long-Term Investments 15,564,557              -                               

Due from Members 547,382                   86,850                     

Equity in GEM 2,411,809                2,810,619                

Deposits held for RPLDP 544                          573                          

Net Pension Asset 378,390                   350,554                   

Total Noncurrent Assets 20,946,447              3,885,072                

TOTAL ASSETS 75,845,962$            69,417,822$            

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Deferred Outflows - Pension 310,832                   348,864                   

Deferred Outflows - OPEB 1,597                       1,514                       

TOTAL DEFERRED OUTFLOWS 312,429$                 350,378$                 

TOTAL ASSETS & DEFERRED OUTFLOWS 76,158,391$            69,768,200$            

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable 180,722$                 169,308$                 

Compensated Absences 182,873                   176,354                   

Subscription Liability 266,749                   174,939                   

Unearned Revenues 3,795                       750                          

Unpaid Claims Liability 6,703,000                6,817,000                

Total OPEB Liability 3,194                       3,029                       

      Total Current Liabilities 7,340,333                7,341,380                

Noncurrent Liabilities
Compensated Absences 31,443                     27,326                     

Subscription Liability 1,385,144                34,988                     

Due to RPLDP 544                          573                          

Due to Members 1,656,679                2,679,552                

Unpaid Claims Liability - Reserves 5,412,107                5,983,870                

Unpaid Claims Liability - IBNR 8,132,344                7,728,995                

Unpaid Claims Liability - ULAE 800,000                   840,000                   

Total OPEB Liability 317,610                   390,462                   

Net Pension Liability 163,398                   201,672                   

Total Long-Term Liabilities 17,899,269              17,887,438              

TOTAL LIABILITIES 25,239,601$            25,228,817$            

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Deferred Inflows - Pension 217,750                   378,717                   

TOTAL LIABILITIES & DEFERRED INFLOWS 25,457,351$            25,607,534$            

NET POSITION
Investment in Capital Assets 2,043,766                636,476                   

Restricted Pension Asset 308,074                   350,554                   

Unrestricted Net Position 48,349,199              43,173,636              

TOTAL NET POSITION 50,701,039$            44,160,666$            

TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS & NET POSITION 76,158,391$            69,768,200$            

These interim financial statements have not been audited

Comparative Statement of Net Position
As of December 31, 2023

 As of December 31, 
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2023 2022

OPERATING REVENUES

Member Assessments 18,952,488$  17,637,989$  

Other Insurance Products 775,560 738,153 

Performance Period Assessment Audit (PPAA) 6,069 (1,115,366)

Other Operating Revenues 68,448 270,233 

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 19,802,565$  17,531,009$  

OPERATING EXPENSES

Claims & Loss Adjustments 7,477,555 7,000,171 

Purchased Insurance - Liability 2,071,602 2,027,728 

Purchased Insurance - Property 2,447,515 2,046,669 

Other Insurance Products 484,626 411,021 

Payroll & Benefits 1,710,591 1,545,315 

Contracted Services 527,963 346,517 

Risk & Loss Prevention 692,165 143,821 

Training & Education 170,475 164,450 

Technical & Subscription Services 113,576 84,847 

General & Administrative 492,011 407,600 

Depreciation & Amortization 289,914 238,491 

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 16,477,993$  14,416,629$  

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME 3,324,572$  3,114,380$  

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)

Interest Income 2,316,502$  888,980$  

Unrealized Loss on Investments 1,299,247 (1,428,936)

Change in Equity in GEM (398,810) 306,989 

Interest Expense (1,138) (5,686)

TOTAL OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE) 3,215,802$  (238,653)$

TOTAL CHANGE IN NET POSITION 6,540,374$  2,875,727$  

NET POSITION, BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 44,160,666$  41,284,939$  

NET POSITION, ENDING OF THE YEAR 50,701,039$  44,160,666$  

Comparative Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position
As of December 31, 2023

For the years ended December 31,

These interim financial statements have not been audited
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Conclusion 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our services to the Pool. We hope this analysis provides useful guidance. We 
are available to answer questions on the material presented in this report. 

 

Kevin L. Wick, FCAS, MAAA 
Managing Director 
kevin.l.wick@pwc.com 
(206) 295-7366 

 

  
  
Matthew Schwartz, FCAS, MAAA 
Senior Manager 
matthew.p.schwartz@pwc.com 
(917) 391-8280 

 

  
  
Christine Kogut, FCAS, MAAA 
Principal 
christine.kogut@pwc.com 
(802) 233-1658 
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